1. According to tradition, who built the first wall around part or all of Rome?  
   BONUS: On what hill did Romulus establish his walled settlement?  
   BONUS: What political institution did Romulus create as a council of elders?  
   ROMULUS  
   PALATINE  
   SENATE

2. Which of the following is not in the same case as the others?  
   HORTI  CAMPI  EXEMPLI  MENSI  DIGITI  
   BONUS: What is the dative singular form of manus?  
   BONUS: What is the dative plural form of dea  
   MANUI  FILIABUS

3. This man took refuge in Sparta in his youth after he was driven from his birthright. Through both his wife and his brother, he was brother-in-law to Helen. Who was this king of Mycenae, brother of Menelaus, and the leader of the Greeks at Troy?  
   AGAMEMNON
   BONUS: This wife of Agamemnon and her lover Aegisthus murdered Agamemnon upon his return home from Troy.  
   CLYTEMNESTRA
   BONUS: This son of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra avenged his father’s death by killing his mother; he was pursued by the Furies but eventually acquitted of his mother’s murder.  
   ORESTES

4. What is the Latin adjective and meaning from which we derive in English the word renovate?  
   NOVUS- NEW  
   BONUS: What is the Latin noun and meaning from which we derive in English the word rotunda?  
   ROTA- WHEEL  
   BONUS: What is the Latin noun and meaning from which we derive in English the word solarium?  
   SOL- SUN

5. TOSS-UP: What is the modern English equivalent of dies Veneris?  
   FRIDAY  
   BONUS: What is the modern English equivalent of dies Mercurii?  
   WEDNESDAY  
   BONUS: What is the modern English equivalent of dies Solis?  
   SUNDAY

6. Translate into Latin the following sentence: The gladiator fights with the German.  
   GLADIATOR CUM GERMANO PUGNAT
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following sentence: The soldiers were fighting with large swords.  
   MILITES MAGNIS GLADIIS PUGNABANT
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following sentence: The enemies will fight with great honor.  
   HOSTES MAGNA (CUM) HONORE PUGNABUNT
7. Which emperor born August 1st 10BC, in Lugdunum was the first emperor born outside of Italy, was the fourth of the Julio-Claudian emperors? CLAUDIUS

   BONUS: After the assassination of Caligula, what entity declared Claudius the next emperor? PRAETORIAN GUARD

   BONUS: Claudius was assassinated, according to most implications, at the instigation of his last wife. What is her name? AGRIPPINA THE YOUNGER

8. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, then answer in Latin the question that follows.

   Hercules, Alcmenae filius, quondam in Graecia habitabat. Hic omnium hominum fortissimus fuisse dicitur. At Iuno, regina deorum, Alcmenam non amat et Herculem etiam tum infantem necare voluit. Itaque duas serpentes saevissimas misit.

   Question: Quis Alcmenam non amat? IUNO
   BONUS: Ubi Hercules et Alcmena habitabant? IN GRAECIA
   BONUS: Quid Iuno ad Herculem misit? DUAS SERPENTES (SAEVISSIMAS)

9. This man’s second wife was killed by a cursed dress, a wedding gift from his first wife; that second wife was Creusa. Before this man abandoned Medea, she had helped him complete three tasks set by her father, Aeetes. Who was this hero who led the Argonauts to retrieve the Golden Fleece? JASON

   BONUS: This Argonaut snapped his oar while rowing the Argo; he was stranded and ended up completing twelve famed labors for Eurystheus. HERACLES

   BONUS: This young companion of Heracles was abducted by a nymph when he went to fill a pitcher of water at her spring. HYLAS

10. What case is used to show: price, quality, time when, agent, and manner? ABLATIVE

    BONUS: What two cases can be used to show possession? GENITIVE & DATIVE

    BONUS: What case is used to show cause? ABLATIVE

11. Under what emperor did the Roman Empire reach it’s greatest extent? He was the second of the five good emperors. TRAJAN

    BONUS: A continuous frieze of 30 meters near the Quirinal hill winds up a column commemorating what Trajan’s victories over the what people? DACIANS

    BONUS: After Trajan’s death, the Senate voted to place his ashes at the base of the column. In what year did Trajan die? 117 AD
12. Translate the following sentence into English: **Nomen agricolae Cornelius est.**
   NAME OF/TO THE FARMER IS CORNELIUS
   BONUS: Translate the following sentence into English: **Magna villa Cornelio est.**
   CORNELIUS HAS A LARGE VILLA
   BONUS: Translate the following sentence into English: **Cornelius, agricola bonus, agrum plenum frumentorum habet.**
   CORNELIUS, THE GOOD FARMER, HAS A FIELD FULL OF GRAIN

13. TOSS-UP: This giant violated xenia by locking men in his cave and eating some of them. The leader of the men gave his name as “no one” and blinded this giant with a wooden stake. Who is this Cyclops, from whom Odysseus ultimately escaped?
   **POLYPHEMUS**
   BONUS: How did Odysseus and his men escape Polyphemus’ cave?
   THEY TIED THEMSELVES TO THE BELLIES/UNDERSIDES OF THE SHEEP
   BONUS: Polyphemus prayed to this deity, his father, who uses his power over the sea to oppose Odysseus in his efforts to return home.
   **POSEIDON**

14. What is the meaning of the *ostendo*?
   BONUS: What is the meaning of the *vendo*?
   BONUS: What is the meaning of the *ascendo*?
   **TO SHOW**
   **TO SELL**
   **TO CLIMB**

15. Welcome to the **Cinema Romana**! Please render into Latin the movie currently showing in the theaters, *The Seventh Son*.
   BONUS: What movie due to premiere in four weeks would be rendered into Latin as **Sal Terrae**?
   **SALT OF THE EARTH**
   BONUS: What movie due to premiere in three weeks would be rendered into Latin as **Ver**?
   **SPRING**

16. TOSS-UP: Helios and Jupiter swore oaths on this entity, costing Phaethon and Semele their lives, respectively. All of Achilles save his heel was dipped in this river, granting him immortality. What is this underworld river of hatred?
   **STYX**
   BONUS: In the *Aeneid*, souls must drink from this river of forgetfulness to erase their memories before being reincarnated.
   **LETHE**
   BONUS: This underworld ferryman charged a coin to cross the River Styx.
   **CHARON**
17. What is the Latin noun and meaning from which we derive the English words the word orifice and oral?  
BONUS: What is the Latin noun and meaning from which we derive the English words the words pedigree and pioneer?  
BONUS: What is the Latin noun and meaning from which we derive the English words the words inoculation and binoculars?  

18. Hera forbade this deity, pregnant by Zeus, from setting foot on land. Who is this deity, who ended up on the floating island Delos, where she gave birth to Artemis and Apollo?  
BONUS: After Zeus swallowed Metis, who was in the form of a fly, this deity sprang fully grown and armored from Zeus’ head.  
BONUS: Zeus disguised himself as Artemis to seduce this nymph, who ultimately became the constellation Ursa Major.  

19. What is the meaning of the Latin motto of Yale University, Lux et veritas?  
BONUS: What is the meaning of the Latin motto of Johns Hopkins University, Veritas vos liberabit?  
BONUS: What is the meaning of the Latin motto of MIT, Mens et manus?  

20. In the name Marcus Tullius Cicero, what is the cognomen?  
BONUS: What Roman praenomen was abbreviated L.?  
BONUS: What is the word for a name awarded for your accomplishments, e.g. “Africanus” in Scipio Africanus?
1. Which of the following English words is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?
   MATRIX  MATERNITY  MARTIAL  MATTER

   BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which martial is derived?  MARS-WAR
   BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which the others are derived?
   MATER  MOTHER

2. TOSS-UP: This man killed a stranger at a crossroads over the right-of-way. He then proceeded to Thebes, where he married the widowed queen after saving the city from the Sphinx. Who is this man, who could not avoid his fate of killing his father and marrying his mother?
   OEDIPUS
   BONUS: This daughter of Oedipus was buried alive for violating Creon’s ban on burying her brother Polynices.
   ANTIGONE
   BONUS: This son of Creon was also the betrothed of Antigone.
   HAEMON

3. Who quarreled with and eventually directly caused the death of his two half-brothers Hiempsal and Adherbal so that he could become the sole ruler of Numidia?
   JUGURTHA
   BONUS: Jugurtha had actually fought on the side of the Romans at Numantia where he met what man who would eventually be elected consul in 107 BC and lead the Roman forces against him?
   (GAIUS) MARIUS
   BONUS: How many times was Marius elected consul?
   SEVEN

4. Give the Latin noun for night:
   NOX
   BONUS: Give the Latin noun for voice:
   VOX
   BONUS: Give the Latin for soon:
   MOX

5. What room of a house was the cubiculum?
   BEDROOM
   BONUS: How many couches were in the triclinium or dining room?
   THREE
   BONUS: What is the Latin term for an entryway, derived from the Latin word for black?
   ATRIUM

6. This man once carried his own sealed death sentence to Iobates, and was first named for a man that he had killed. His eventual downfall came when a gadfly sent by Zeus stung his steed. Who is this man that Iobates sent to kill the Chimera?
   BELLEROPHON
   BONUS: This winged horse, Bellerophon’s mount, sprang from the severed neck of Medusa. PEGASUS
   BONUS: This brother of Pegasus was also born from the neck of Medusa.
   CHRYSAOR
7. Translate the following question into English: **Scitisne nomina regum Romae?**
   Do you know the names of the kings of Rome?
   BONUS: Translate the following question into English: **Nonne ultimus rex erat Superbus?**
   Surely the last king was Superbus?
   The last king was Superbus, wasn’t he?
   BONUS: Translate the following question into English: **Num Roma octo reges habebat?**
   Surely Rome did not have eight kings?
   Rome did not have eight kings, did it?

8. After this nymph was struck by a lead-tipped arrow, she desired to forever remain a maiden. Her suitor had been struck by a gold-tipped arrow and ceaselessly wooed her. Who is this nymph, who was turned into a laurel tree when she could no longer escape Apollo?
   DAPHNE
   BONUS: This god of love had struck Apollo and Daphne with the respective arrows.
   EROS/CUPID
   BONUS: According to Ovid, Apollo had just slain this beast when he belittled Cupid’s archery, causing him to make Apollo lovestruck.
   PYTHON

9. What song from last week’s Billboard Top 100 would be rendered into Latin as **Oscula Movent?**
   Lips are movin
   BONUS: What other song from last week’s Billboard Top 100 would be rendered into Latin as **Tacete et Saltate?**
   Shut up and dance
   BONUS: What other song from last week’s Billboard Top 100 would be rendered into Latin as **Nullum Genus?**
   No type

10. This early Roman patriot defended a bridge against the Etruscans alone. What was his name?
    HORATIUS (COCLES)
    BONUS: These Etruscans were fighting under Lars Porsenna, who was the king of what city to the north of Rome?
    VEII
    BONUS: In what region of Italy was the city Veii, as well as many other Etruscan strongholds?
    ETRURIA

11. For the verb interficio, give the present active infinitive
    **INTERFICERE**
    BONUS: For the verb emo, give the perfect passive participle
    **EMPTUS**
    BONUS: For the verb dico, give the singular imperative
    **DIC**

12. TOSS-UP: It was prophesied that this man would bring destruction to his homeland when his mother dreamt that she gave birth to a flaming torch. At a contest started by Eris, he awarded the golden apple “for the fairest” to Aphrodite. Who was this Trojan prince who abducted Helen to cause the Trojan War?
    PARIS
    BONUS: This king of Sparta had been Helen’s husband, and had defeated Paris in a duel for Helen’s hand before Aphrodite rescued Paris.
    MENELAUS
    BONUS: This Greek archer, carrying Heracles’ bow, was brought from Lemnos to Troy, where he ended up killing Paris.
    PHILOCTETES
13. What tense is used in Latin to show completed action in the future? FUTURE PERFECT
  BONUS: What tense is being used in the examples: I used to take French & I kept on kicking myself for taking French. IMPERFECT
  BONUS: Give three distinct translations of the verb, amo. I LOVE, I DO LOVE, I AM LOVING

14. Along with two Gauls named Crixus and Oenomaus, what man from the gladiatorial school of Lentulus led an army of gladiators and slaves against Rome in 73 BC? SPARTACUS
  BONUS: After winning a minor skirmish, Spartacus’s army moved to what Campanian mountain to seek defensible ground? MT. VESUVIUS
  BONUS: Which Roman politician was responsible for his ultimate defeat? CRASSUS

15. Translate into Latin the following sentence: The small dog sees the horse. CANIS PARVUS EQUUM VIDET
  BONUS: Translate into Latin the following sentence: The horse hears the small dog. EQUUS CANEM PARVUM AUDIT
  BONUS: Translate into Latin the following sentence: The horse and dog were seen by the wolf. EQUUS ET CANIS A LUPO VIDEBANTUR

16. TOSS-UP: Which of the following would a pistor work with: carrus, panis, calces, or papyrus?
  BONUS: Which of the following would an auriga work with: carrus, panis, calces, or papyrus?
  BONUS: What was a lanista? GLADIATOR TRAINER

17. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, then answer in English the question that follows.


Question: Where did Romulus and Remus found the city of Rome? NEAR THE HOUSE OF FAUSTULUS
  BONUS: What did Romulus do first? PRAY TO THE GODS
  BONUS: With what did Romulus kill Remus? SPEAR

18. When Caesar crossed the Rubicon, he said, “Alea iacta est.” What does this mean? THE DIE IS/HAS BEEN CAST
  BONUS: After the battle of Zela, Caesar wrote, "Veni vidi vici." What does this mean? I CAME, I SAW, I CONQUERED
  BONUS: “Gallia est omnis divisa in partes tres” is the opening line of what work by Caesar? (COMMENTARII) DE BELLO GALlico
19. What Latin word is at the root of both English words aquamarine and submarine? MARE
BONUS: What Latin word is at the root of both English words undulate and abundance? UNDA
BONUS: What Latin word is at the root of both English words agenda and counterreaction? AGO

20. TOSS-UP: This man’s son ended up with an ivory shoulder after being reconstructed and revived. The son, Pelops had been dismembered and served to the gods, and Demeter ate the left shoulder. Who was this man, sentenced to stand within reach of fruit that moved away and water that receded? TANTALUS

BONUS: This man was sentenced to repeatedly roll a boulder up a hill in the underworld for multiple attempts to cheat death. SISYPHUS

BONUS: Similarly, this group was sentenced to fill a tub with sieves for eternity. DANAIDES
1. Which of the following English words is not derived from the same Latin root as the others? **ENCEHANTMENT** CAPTIVATE DECEPTIVE PRINCIPAL

   BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which enchantment is derived? **CANTO- SING**

   BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which the others are derived? **CAPIO- SEIZE**

2. What religious office was open to six girls aged ten? **VESTAL VIRGINS**

   BONUS: For how many years were the Vestal Virgins in service? **THIRTY**

   BONUS: What happened if a Vestal Virgin broke her vow of celibacy? she was **BURIED ALIVE**

3. What use of the ablative is found in the following sentence? **Gladiator semper gladio pugnavit.** MEANS/INSTRUMENT

   BONUS: What use of the ablative is found in the following sentence? **Summa cum celeritate Romam venerunt.** MANNER

   BONUS: What use of the accusative is found in the following sentence? **Navis totam noctem navigavit.** DURATION OF TIME

4. This man fled his burning homeland with his father and son, but lost his wife in the escape. This man was often aided by his mother, Venus. Who is this prince, son of Anchises and ally of Troy, who settled in Italy and founded a new tribe that would beget the Romans? **AENEAS**

   BONUS: According to Vergil, this deity hindered Aeneas, primarily because the Romans were fated to destroy her favorite city, Carthage. **JUNO**

   BONUS: This ruler of the local Rutulians opposed the Trojans but was eventually defeated and slain by Aeneas in a fit of rage. **TURNUS**

5. Galerius, Constantius Chlorus, and Maximian and what fourth man, the originator of the idea to divide the Empire, were Rome’s first four tetrarchs? **DIOCLETIAN**

   BONUS: On May 1, 305 AD, what did Diocletian become the first Roman emperor to do? ABDICATE THE THRONE / LEAVE THE IMPERIAL THRONE WHILE STILL ALIVE

   BONUS: In what year did Diocletian die of illness or suicide? **311 AD**
6. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, then answer in Latin the question that follows.


**Question:** *Ubi agricola laborat?*

**BONUS:** *Qualem equum agricola habet?*

**BONUS:** *Quid ex latis agris in aedificia portat?*

7. One of this deity’s epithets and euphemisms referred to his wealth. He allowed Heracles to rescue Theseus, but kept Pirithous prisoner for attempting to steal his wife, whom this deity himself had abducted. Who is this king of the underworld?

**BONUS:** This wife of Hades was forced to spend a portion of her time in the underworld each year because she had eaten while she was there.

**BONUS:** This climatological phenomenon was said to be the result of Persephone’s time in the underworld.

8. Change the phrase *agricola malus* to the accusative plural:

**BONUS:** Change the phrase *sol calidus* to the ablative singular:

**BONUS:** Change the phrase *poeta dulcis* to the dative singular:

9. This man is not Heracles, but he completed his own set of six labors after confirming his status with a pair of sandals and a sword beneath a boulder. This man caused his father’s suicide when he raised the wrong sail while escaping Crete and King Minos. Who is this slayer of the Minotaur?

**BONUS:** This daughter of Minos fell in love with Theseus and helped him defeat the Minotaur, but she was left by Theseus on the island of Naxos.

**BONUS:** This deity either ordered that Ariadne be left behind, or found her abandoned; in either case, this deity took her as his wife.

10. Translate the following sentence into English: *In Italia, multum vini bibunt.*

**BONUS:** Translate the following into English: *In Germania, parum piscis edunt.*

**BONUS:** Translate the following into English: *In Hibernia, Fortuna bona est tangere saxum.*
11. Name in order the first 3 kings of Rome.
   ROMULUS, NUMA POMPILIUS, TULLUS HOSTILIUS
   BONUS: According to tradition, which of them destroyed Alba Longa?
   TULLUS HOSTILIUS
   BONUS: Who, for a time, was co-ruler with Romulus?
   TITUS TATIUS

12. Differentiate in meaning between the chemical symbols Ag and Au.
   Ag = SILVER, Au = GOLD
   BONUS: What are the Latin words for which Ag and Au are abbreviations?
   ARGENTUM and AURUM
   BONUS: Differentiate in meaning between the abbreviations vs. and v.s.
   VS. = AGAINST (VERSUS), V.S. = SEE ABOVE (VIDE SUPRA)

13. After his death, this man’s remains were mixed with those of his companion. This man defied an order but killed Sarpedon. Who was this warrior, who led the Myrmidons in disguise, and whose death in Achilles’ armor at the hands of Hector spurred Achilles back into the Trojan War?
   PATROCLUS
   BONUS: This king of Troy begged Achilles for his son Hector’s body.
   PRIAM
   BONUS: This Greek warrior went crazy at Achilles’ funeral games and subsequently killed himself in shame.
   GREATER AJAX/TELAMONIAN AJAX/AJAX, SON OF TELAMON

14. Translate into Latin the following sentence: Today the sun is shining in the sky.
   HODIE SOL LUCET IN CAELO
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following sentence: Tomorrow it will snow much.
   CRAS MULTUM NINGEBIT
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following sentence: Yesterday it rained the whole day.
   HERI TOTUM DIEM PLUEBAT

15. This group of deities included the personification of memory and law. This group was descended from Uranus and Gaia, but overthrew Uranus when one castrated Uranus with a sickle. Who was this group that included Mnemosyne, Themis, and Cronus, and was overthrown by the Olympians?
   TITANS
   BONUS: These siblings of the Titans forged Zeus’ thunderbolts and the weapons of the Olympians, but only had one eye.
   CYCLOPES
   BONUS: These other siblings of the Titans were known for their large number of limbs and heads.
   HECATONCHEIRES/HUNDRED-HANDED

16. Give a synonym for flumen
   RIVUS/FLUVIUS/AMNIS/AQUA
   BONUS: Give a synonym for impero
   IUBEO
   BONUS: Give a synonym for aster
   SIDUS/STELLA
17. What two men signed peace and alliance treaties in both 40 BC and again in 38 BC, although this did not stop them from eventually opposing each other at the Battle of Actium in 31 BC?

OCTAVIAN & MARC ANTONY

BONUS: One of the causes for Rome’s turning against Antony was a statement called the Donations of Alexandria, in which Antony named whom as the legitimate son and heir of Julius Caesar?

CAESARION

BONUS: Who was the mother of Caesarion?

CLEOPATRA

18. What popular video game for Playstation 2, would be rendered into Latin as Deus Belli?

GOD OF WAR

BONUS: Now please render into Latin the title of the popular video game series, Call of Duty:

VOCA OFFICII/NOGOTII

BONUS: Now please render into Latin the title of the popular video game series, Total War:

TOTUM BELLUM

19. What Roman beverage was a mixture of wine and honey?

MULSUM

BONUS: What three foodstuffs comprised the Mediterranean Triad?

WINE/GRAPES, OLIVES, WHEAT

BONUS: What popular Roman food was called glis?

DORMOUSE

20. What English derivative from the Latin for bread, means to be present or occur at the same time as?

ACCOMPANY

BONUS: What English derivative from the Latin for wine, means a brief description, account, or episode?

VIGNETTE

BONUS: What English derivative from the Latin for honey, means sweet or musical and pleasant to hear?

MELLIFLUOUS
1. For the verb, *cado*, give the second person perfect active indicative: **CECIDISTI**
   BONUS: Now make that form passive
   BONUS: Now for the verb, *vendo*, give the first person plural pluperfect active indicative: **VENDIDERAM**

2. What scoundrel sometimes called Damaste or Polypemon was killed by Theseus after he invited him in to his house for the night and planned to murder him in his bed? **PROCRUSTES**
   BONUS: What other scoundrel did Theseus kick from a cliff to be eaten by a giant sea turtle? **SCEIRON**
   BONUS: What king forced all passerbys to wrestle him, and was dispatched by Theseus in that fashion? **CERCYON**

3: The Roman general Curius Dentatus fought Pyrrhus at the battle of Beneventum in what year? **275 BC**
   BONUS: At what previous battle of 279 BC had Pyrrhus won the now colloquial “Pyrrhic Victory”? **AUSCULUM**
   BONUS: To where was Pyrrhus summoned to help expel the Carthaginians? **SICILY**

4. Which of the following words is not derived form the same Latin root as the other? **CONDOMINIUM DAME DOMESTICATE DOMINANT DOMINION**
   BONUS: What is the Latin and meaning from which domesticate is derived? **DOMUS- HOUSE**
   BONUS: What is the Latin and meaning from which the others are derived? **DOMINUS-MASTER**

5. What daughter of Zeus and Mnemosyne once mocked Aphrodite for her infatuation of Adonis, was generally considered the muse of history? **CLIO**
   BONUS: What other daughter the mother, by some accounts, of Achelous, was considered the muse of tragedy? **MELPOMENE**
   BONUS: What other daughter, usually depicted sitting and holding a lyre, was considered the muse of the dance? **TERPSICHORE**

6. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice and answer in Latin the question that follows.
   Ecce! In Pictura...
   
   Question:
   BONUS:
   BONUS:
7. What is the English for the Latin word that appears in both the motto of Arizona and the abbreviation d.v.? GOD
   BONUS: What is the present passive infinitive of the verb that appears in both the motto of Columbia University and the abbreviation q.v.? VIDERI
   BONUS: What is the accusative singular form of the noun found in both the University of Chicago motto and the abbreviation c.v.? VITAM

8: What is the modern name for Lugdunum? LYONS
   BONUS: What is the modern name for Aquae Sulis? BATH
   BONUS: What did the Romans call Milan? MEDIOLANUM

9. Translate the following command into Latin. Lucius, pull my finger. TRAHE MEUM DIGITUM
   BONUS: Translate the following: Did I break wind? FREGINE VENTUM
   BONUS: Translate the following: Quis caeseum scindit? WHO CUT THE CHEESE

10. What parthenogenetically born god, out of disgust of mother was thrown by her from Olympus, for being lame? HEPHAESTUS
    BONUS: In that version of the story he landed in the river Oceanus and was tended to by what goddess? THETIS/EURYNOME
    BONUS: In a different version of the story on what island does Hephaestus land? LEMNOS

11. What is the Latin and meaning from which the following words are derived?
    Sever  empress  apparatus PARO – PREPARE/READY
    BONUS: What is the Latin and meaning from which the following words are derived?
    Reticence and tacit TACEO – BE SILENT
    BONUS: What is the Latin and meaning from which the following words are derived?
    Attain and pertigent TANGO – TOUCH

12. What use of the ablative is found in this sentence? Ariovistus omni Galliā Romanis prohibuit SEPERATION
    BONUS: What use of the dative is found in the following sentence?
    Hieme coloni urbi appropinquabant OBJECT OF COMPOUND VERB
    BONUS: What use of the genitive is found in the following sentence?
    Augustus vir summae virtutis erat GENITIVE OF QUALITY
13: What emperor plunged the Roman treasury into bankruptcy due to ill-timed lavishness after the first battle of Cremona and was succeeded by Vespasian shortly thereafter? 

VITELLIUS

BONUS: Which emperor of 69 AD had to divorce his wife Poppaea Sabina at the request of Nero?

OTHO

BONUS: Name one of the two generals who defeated the forces of Otho for Vitellius?

VALENS or CAECINA

14. Distinguish in meaning between salto and salio

DANCE & LEAP/JUMP

BONUS: Distinguish in meaning between erro and vitupero

WANDER & CHASTIZE

BONUS: Distinguish in meaning between pereo and soleo

DIE & ACCUSTOMED

15. What queen, the daughter of Ares and Aphrodite, was given as a bride by Zeus to Cadmus?

HARMONIA

BONUS: Name any of the four daughters of Harmonia and Cadmus

AGAVE/AUTONOE/SEMELE/INO

BONUS: Into what were Cadmus and Harmonia turned before their deaths?

SNAKES

16. Translate the following sentence into English: BONI DISCIPULI LATINI NUMQUAM DECLINAT NUMERUM SEX

GOOD LATIN STUDENT NEVER DECLINES (NUMBER) SEX/SIX

BONUS: Now translate the following into Latin: Si bonus amicus e ponte saltat, agisne?

IF YOUR GOOD FRIEND JUMPS OFF A BRIDGE, DO YOU?

BONUS: Now translate the following: Non licet bonis amicis agere currus domum ignave

IT IS NOT ALLOWED FOR GOOD FRIENDS TO DRIVE CARTS HOME LAZILY

17: What kind of gladiator exhibited the tactics of chariot fighting, seen by Caesar in Britain?

ESSEDARIUS

BONUS: We all know the Romans held chariot races in the Circus, but what performers would ride around the track leaping between horses and performing tricks?

DESULTORES

BONUS: What wooden sword would be granted to gladiators upon being freed from slavery?

RUDIS

18. Into what, as she was chased by Pan, was Syrinx turned?

REEDS

BONUS: Into what, while mourning the loss of his cousin, was Cygnus turned?

SWAN

BONUS: Into what, after his death by a boar, was Adonis turned?

ANEMONE (FLOWER)
19: Across what river did Caesar famously build bridges in 55 and 53 BC? 

   BONUS: What chieftian of the Averni led a revolt at the end of the Gallic wars, initially defeating Caesar, but eventually being executed at Caesar’s triumph?

   BONUS: Where did Caesar invade twice, first in 55 and second in 54 BC as part of his extended Gallic campaign?

20. Translate the following album title in English: **SI LEGIS HOC, ID EST TARDIUS**

   BONUS: Now, this album: **mille formae timoris**

   BONUS: Now, this album: **quam magnum quam caeruleum quam pulchrum**

   RUDIS
1. Translate into Latin the following: Today it will be difficult to win.
   **HODIE DIFFICILE ERIT VINCERE**  
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: It is necessary for the conquered to leave as quickly as possible.
   **NECESSE EST VICTIS EXIRE QUAM CELERRIME**  
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: It is allowed for the moderator to mock us.
   **LICET MODERATORI (DE)RIDERE NOS**

2. Name the man, the son of Amyclas and Diomede, who was loved by Apollo. He was turned into a flower inscribed with the letters AIAI, after he was killed by a discus.
   **HYACINTHUS**  
   BONUS: Name the man who was consoled by Apollo after unthinkingly piercing his pet stag. He was turned into a tree that is still used in mourning rituals, the cypress tree.
   **CYPARISSUS**  
   BONUS: Name the man who was also loved by a god and became the cupbearer of the gods.
   **GANYMEDE**

3. Under the reign of which king did the Romans first engage in war with the people of Alba Longa?  
   **TULLUS HOSTILIUS**  
   BONUS: After the war waged far too long, how did the Romans and the Alba Longans finally decide the victor?  
   **A BATTLE BETWEEN TWO PAIRS OF TRIPLETS / BETWEEN THE HORATII AND CURIATII**  
   BONUS: Who was the king of the Alba Longans during this conflict?  
   **METTIUS FUFETIUS**

4. What is the Latin verb and meaning from which we derive the English words *creativity* and *descrescendo*?  
   **CRESCO - GROW**  
   BONUS: What is the Latin verb and meaning from which we derive the English words *recluse* and *cloister*?  
   **CLAUDO - SHUT**  
   BONUS: What is the Latin verb and meaning from which we derive the English words *cascade* and *decay*?  
   **CADO - FALL**

5. What princess of Phaeacia, while washing her clothes, discovered the shipwrecked Odysseus and took pity on him?  
   **NAUSICAA**  
   BONUS: Who is the father of Nausicaa, who welcomes Odysseus into his court and asks him to tell his story?  
   **ALCINOUS**  
   BONUS: According to Dictys of Crete, Nausicaa later marries what son of Odysseus?  
   **TELEMACHUS**
6. TOSS-UP: Who wrote two treatises on his own military campaigns—one about war against Pompey and another about war in Gaul?

   JULIUS CAESAR

   BONUS: In what year was Caesar appointed dictator for life? 44 B.C.

   BONUS: In what year was Caesar first appointed dictator? 49 B.C.

7. Welcome to the Cinema Romana! What movie scheduled to premiere in two weeks, would be rendered into Latin as, Curre Totam Noctem?

   RUN ALL NIGHT

   BONUS: Using two words, please render into Latin another movie due to open in two weeks, It Follows.

   ID SEQUITUR

   BONUS: Now using only one word, please render into Latin another movie due to open in three weeks, Do You Believe?

   CREDISNE

8. She was one of the daughters of Nyx and with her sisters determined destiny. She is sometimes called the principal Fate, as she was responsible for spinning the thread of life. Name this fate.

   CLOTHO

   BONUS Another member of a group of three, name the fury who incited the army of Turnus in Vergil’s Aeneid.

   ALECTO

   BONUS Another member of a group of three, name the grace of good cheer, who shares her name with one of the muses.

   THALIA

9. Which of the following is not in the same case as the others?

   MORTI DIEI EXERCITUI INIMICI IUDICI

   BONUS: What is the dative singular form of munus?

   MUNERI

   BONUS: What is the ablative plural form of litus?

   LITORIBUS

10. Which emperor of Rome was the first to be born outside of Italy?

    CLAUDIUS

    BONUS: Who was Claudius’s wife, who is said to have instigated his death by poisoning?

    AGRIPPINA THE YOUNGER (Prompt on Agrippina)

    BONUS: Who was Claudius’s son, who met a similar demise?

    BRITANNICUS

11. What was a Roman’s fibula?

    PIN / BROOCH

    BONUS: When would a fashionable Roman wear a synthesis?

    A (DINNER) PARTY

    BONUS: Who was a sutor?

    A COBBLER / SHOEMAKER
12. What is the use of the ablative in the following sentence? **Heri pecunia a fure abstulit.**
   BONUS: What is the use of the ablative in the following sentence? **Picturam decem denariis vendidi.**
   BONUS: What is the use of the ablative in the following sentence? **Pompeio Crassoque consulibus, res dira accidit.**

13. Translate into English the following sentence: **Hic canis ferocior quam ille est.**
   BONUS: Translate into English the following sentence: **Illa feles paulo minor haec erat.**
   BONUS: Translate into English the following sentence: **Serpens gracillimus omnium animalium est.**

14. What golden-antlered deer did Heracles spend an entire year in pursuit of in Arcadia as his third labor? **CERYNEIAN HIND**
   BONUS To what deity was this deer sacred? **ARTEMIS**
   BONUS When Heracles attempted to take the hind with him, he incurred the wrath of Artemis, who was upset about the way that it had been treated. How did he placate the goddess?
   TOLD HER THAT HE HAD NO CHOICE BECAUSE EURYSTHEUS WAS MAKING HIM PERFORM THE LABOR

15. Listen carefully to the following passage which I will read twice then answer in English the question that follow.

   **Midas, magnus rex Phrygiae, magnam sapientiam non habebat. Quod Midas fuerat benignus deo Baccho, Bacchus ei donum dedit: “Quicquid desideras,” dixit deus, “tibi dabo.”**

   Question: Where was Midas a great king? **PHYRGIA**
   BONUS: How did Midas act towards Bacchus? **KIND**
   BONUS: What did the god promise to give him for his kindness? **WHATEVER HE DESIRED**

16. What is the meaning of the verb **convoco?**
   BONUS: What is the meaning of the verb **consuesco?**
   BONUS: What is the meaning of the verb **confido?**
   TO CALL TOGETHER
   TO BE ACCUSTOMED
   TO TRUST

17. Who established the tetrarchy in 293 A.D.? **DIOCLETIAN**
   BONUS: What were the names of the two titles held by rulers in the tetrarchy? **AUGUSTUS, CAESAR**
   BONUS: Who was the Augustus in the West while Diocletian held the same position in the East? **MAXIMIAN**
18. Give the meaning of the motto of the state of Alabama, which is *Audemus iura nostra defendere*?
   WE DARE TO DEFEND OUR RIGHTS

   BONUS: Give the meaning of the motto of the state of Colorado, which is *Nil sine numine*?
   NOTHING WITHOUT GOD / PROVIDENCE / DIVINE GUIDANCE

   BONUS: Give the meaning of the motto of the state of Oregon, which is *Alis volat propriis*?
   SHE FLIES BY HER OWN WINGS

19. What king of Argos, fearing the oracle’s prophecy that he would one day be killed by his grandson, shut up his daughter Danae in a bronze tower?
   ACRISIUS

   BONUS When Danae became pregnant by Zeus (surprise!), Acrisius set her and her son adrift in a chest on the sea. After they washed up on the island of Seriphos, what greedy king fell in love with Danae and plotted to marry her?
   POLYDECTES

   BONUS Later on, the grown Perseus and Acrisius were reconciled by an oath that Perseus would not kill his grandfather. How then was the prophecy fulfilled?
   ACRISIUS WAS KILLED BY A DISCUS THROWN BY PERSEUS

20. What English derivative from the Latin for “to play”, means “to refer to incidentally or by suggestion”? ALLUDE

   BONUS: What English derivative from the Latin for “better”, means “to relieve, as from pain or hardship”? AMELIORATE

   BONUS: What English derivative from the Latin for “to talk”, means “indirect or round about expression”? CIRCUMLOCUTION
1. Who am I? I am the grandson of a titan and Pleione, which makes my mother, Maia, one of the Pleiades. On mount Cyllene, my mother was impregnated by Zeus. Who am I?  
   HERMES

   BONUS When the monster Typhoeus raged in Egypt, into what animal did Hermes turn himself in order to disguise him?  
   AN IBIS

   BONUS Whom did Hermes seduce, a daughter of Erechtheus and sister of Agraulus, producing the king Cephalus?  
   HERSE

2. Give the Latin noun for ‘soldier’:  
   MILES

   BONUS: Give the Latin noun for ‘army’:  
   EXERCITUS

   BONUS: Give the Latin noun for ‘camp’:  
   CASTRA

3. For whose body did Antigone fight to give a proper burial, although this meant defying the decrees of her uncle King Creon?  
   POLYNEICES’S

   BONUS: Who was Antigone’s betrothed, who defended her against his father King Creon?  
   HAEMON

   BONUS: Who was the queen of Thebes who committed suicide after learning that her husband’s heartlessness had driven her son to kill himself?  
   EURYDICE

4. For the verb credo, give the third person plural perfect active indicative  
   CREDIDERUNT

   BONUS: For the verb tango, give the second person perfect active subjunctive  
   TETIGERIS

   BONUS: For the verb pello, give the first person plural perfect passive subjunctive  
   PULSI SIMUS

5. Although we hope that none of you aspire to be bloodthirsty gladiators, we’re positive you definitely wouldn’t want to be this kind of fighter, whose modus operandi was that he would fight with his vision completely or mostly obscured.  
   ANDABATA

   BONUS: A gladiator called a “tiro” also had an unenviable position, given that he was what?  
   A NOVICE / A FIRST-TIME FIGHTER

   BONUS: However, if any of you were to become gladiators, and by some miracle you managed to fight your way to the top of the pack, you could be awarded a fantastical, amazing, splendiferous… useless sword made out of wood, that symbolized your freedom. What was the Latin name for this reward?  
   RUDIS
6. Translate into Latin the following: The cook never works because he is fat.
   **COQUUS NUMQUAM LABORAT QUOD/QUIA CRASSUS/PINGUIS EST**
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: The master seized the cook sitting on the chair in the kitchen.
   **DOMINUS CEPIT COQUM SEDENTEM IN SELLA IN CULINA**
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: Finally the cook prepared the pig which mother had bought.
   **TANDEM COQUS PORCUM PARAVIT QUEM MATER EMERAT**

7. To what warrior does Agamemnon say that his daughter Iphigenia is betrothed as a pretext to lure her to Aulis?
   **ACHILLES**
   BONUS: Who was the seer of the Greek army, who revealed to Agamemnon that he must sacrifice Iphigenia in order to appease the goddess Artemis?
   **CALCHAS**
   BONUS: For what offense did Artemis demand this terrible sacrifice?
   **AGAMEMNON KILLED A SACRED DEER /BOASTED THAT HE WAS A BETTER HUNTER THAN HER**

8. What is the English meaning of the abbreviation **AMDG**, which in Latin stands for **Ad maiorem dei gloriam**.
   **FOR THE GREATER GLORY OF GOD**
   BONUS: The abbreviation **ad val.** is short for what Latin phrase with what English meaning?
   **AD VALOREM- ACCORDING TO ITS VALUE**
   BONUS: The abbreviation **ad lib.** is short for what Latin phrase with what English meaning?
   **AD LIBITUM, AT / TO (ONE’S) PLEASURE / LIBERTY**

9. Who was so incensed by his inability to run for consular office that he and Calpurnius Piso conspired to kill those actually elected in 65 B.C.?
   **CATILINE**
   BONUS: Catiline also decided to run for the consulship in 63 B.C. For five points each, name both of the two consuls who were elected consuls instead.
   **CICERO, HYBRIDA**

10. What case is often used to complete the meanings of the following adjectives? **Superstes, obvius, carus, aptus, and inimicus**
    **DATIVE**
    BONUS: What case is often used to complete the meanings of the following adjectives? **Reus, tenax, avidus, and memor**
    **GENITIVE**
    BONUS: What case is often used to complete the meanings of the following adjectives? **Dignus and vacuus**
    **ABLATIVE**

11. Who made Christianity the official religion of the Roman Empire?
    **THEODOSIUS I**
    BONUS: Where did Theodosius commit a massacre, for which St. Ambrose made him repent?
    **THESSALONICA**
    BONUS: Who were Theodosius’s sons?
    **ARCADIUS, HONORIUS**
12. In Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*, Hercules was killed after what messenger took a poisoned cloak to him?  
   BONUS: With what was the cloak poisoned?  
   BONUS: Who was the maternal grandfather of Hercules, the son of Perseus and Andromeda?  
   LICHAS  
   BONUS: THE BLOOD OF NESSUS/A CENTAUR  
   ELECTRYON  

13. According to the Billboard Top 100 last week’s number 5 song rendered into Latin would be *Saccharum*.  
What is the title of this popular Maroon 5 song?  
   BONUS: Now please render into Latin last week’s number 6 song, Love Me Like You Do.  
   BONUS: Now please render into Latin last week’s number 7 song, Blank Space.  
   SUGAR  
   BONUS: AMA ME UT/CEU/VELUT/VEL AGIS/FACIS  
   VACUUM/INANE SPATIUM  

14. What emperor, among other things, executed Lucius Quietus, adopted Lucius Aelius, inspired the revolt of Simon Bar Kochba, took part in an enormous tour of the empire, and built an enormous wall in Britain?  
   BONUS: What monument in Rome did Hadrian rebuild?  
   BONUS: Who originally built the Pantheon?  
   HADRIAN  
   BONUS: THE PANTHEON  
   BONUS: (MARCUS) AGrippa  

15. Which of the following English words is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?  
   PURVEY  VERTIGO DIVORCE INTROVERT  
   BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which purvey is derived?  
   BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which the others are derived?  
   VIDEO- SEE  
   VERTO- TURN  

16. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice then answer in Latin, the question that follow.  


   Question: *Quibuscum Romani dissimiles?*  
   BONUS: *Qulaes muros Etrusci habeabant?*  
   BONUS: *Quot annos Romani Veios oppugnabant?*  
   ETRUSCI  
   ALTI ET VALIDISSIMI  
   DECEM  

17. To what leader of the Rutulian tribe was Lavinia, the daughter of King Latinus, originally supposed to be betrothed?  
   BONUS: Who is the mother of Lavinia, who overwhelmingly favors Turnus rather than Aeneas as a son-in-law?  
   BONUS: What young son of Evander does Turnus kill and strip of his war-belt?  
   TURNUS  
   BONUS: AMATA  
   BONUS: PALLAS
18. Translate into English the following sentence: Ὀρᾱτορ ῥᾳ τὰκτὶ ὁ λοκίτωρ ὑπὸ νῆμον ὑμνὸν αὐδί. THE ORATORSPEAKER SPEAKS SO QUITELY THAT NO ONE HEARS HIM

BONUS: Translate into English the following sentence: Eius sērmons tam longa erat ut iacēremus et dormīremus.

HIS SPEECH WAS SO LONG THAT WE LAID DOWN AND SLEPT
dormiebam in lūdō.
I FEAR THAT I WILL BE PUNISHED BY THE TEACHER BECAUSE I WAS SLEEPING IN SCHOOL

19. What law of 445 BC allowed for intermarriage between plebeians and patricians?
LEX CANULEIA

BONUS: What law of 90 B.C. offered Roman citizenship to all Italian people who had not fought against Rome in the Social War?
LEX IULIA

BONUS: What law of 67 B.C. gave Pompey command against the pirates terrorizing the Mediterranean?
LEX GABINIA

20. What Latin word is at the root of both English words: agriculture and colony?
COLO

BONUS: What Latin word is at the root of both English words: malfeasance and defeat?
FACIO

BONUS: What Latin word is at the root of both English words: nonexempt and prompt?
EMO
1. Your family just rescued from an animal shelter a cute new puppy. Because you are a good Latin student you insist that the puppy be named Fido, a third declension noun reminiscent of Dido, Didonis. You also insist that your new puppy be trained in Latin. Please give the command in Latin, “Fido, sit and stay!”

    (FIDO) SEDE ET MANE

BONUS: Now in Latin, command Fido to jump over the cat:

    SALI/ SALTA/PROSILI (SUPER) CATTUM/CATUM/FELICEM

BONUS: Now in Latin, command Fido to follow you:

    (PER)SEQUERE ME

2. Who was the old teacher who was sent along with Odysseus and Ajax to convince Achilles to return to the battlefield in the Trojan War?

    PHOENIX

BONUS: Two other men, heralds, were sent as part of the embassy to Achilles. Name one of the two heralds.

    ODIUS, EURYBATES

BONUS: Who was the young woman who bore Achilles’s child, Neoptolemus?

    DEIDAMIA

3. What English compound derivative from the Latin for “speak” and “belly”, means “to speak from the belly”?

    VENTRILOQUY

BONUS: What English compound derivative from the Latin for “hand” and “send”, means “the act of freeing slaves”?

    MANUMISSION

BONUS: What English compound derivative from the Latin for “both” and “right”, means “having the ability of using both hands with equal skill or ease”?

    AMBIDEXTROUS

4. Quis sum? I was born in Constantinople to the half-brother of Constantine around 331 A.D. I campaigned against the Alamanni, the Franks, and the Sassanid Empire in battle, but historically I’m known for campaigning against the Christianization of the Roman Empire and trying to restore paganism, which earned me my nickname—“the Apostate.”

    JULIAN

BONUS: Who is the son of Constantine who preceded Julian?

   CONSTANTIUS II

BONUS: What was the name of Constantius II’s mother?

    FAUSTA

5. What arrogant king of Thebes met a gruesome end after refusing to recognize Dionysus as a god?

    PENTHEUS

BONUS: Who is the grandfather of Pentheus, whom Pentheus scolds after finding him in Bacchic dress and celebrating the revels of Dionysus?

    CADMUS

BONUS: Who is the mother of Pentheus who tears him apart in a Bacchic frenzy, mistaking him for a wild animal?

    AGAVE
6. Translate into English the following sentence: **Equus Aureliae triginta milia passum cucurrit.**

   AURELIA’S HORSE RAN FOR THRITY MILES

   BONUS: Translate into English the following sentence: **Fur domi erit duabus horis**

   THE THIEF WILL BE AT HOME WITHIN TWO HOURS

   BONUS: Translate into English the following sentence: **Aurelia, festinans lente, duobis diebus post perveniet.**

   AURELIA, HASTING SLOWLY, WILL ARRIVE TWO DAYS AFTER

7. Who was the only emperor of 69 A.D. to kill himself?

   OTHO

   BONUS: Which emperor of 69 A.D. appointed Agricola as governor of Britain?

   VESPASIAN

   BONUS: Which emperor of 69 A.D. placed a tax on using public bathrooms?

   VESPASIAN

8. Change the phrase **hoc corpus magnum** to the accusative: **HOC CORPUS LONGUM**

   BONUS: Change the phrase **illa calamitas longa** to the genitive: **ILLIUS CALAMITATIS LONGAE**

   BONUS: Change the phrase **ipse dux barbarus** to the dative: **IPSI DUCI BARBARO**

9. At what battle of 458 B.C. was the farmer-turned-dictator Cincinnatus victorious over the Aequi?

   MONS ALGIDUS

   BONUS: At what battle of 280 B.C. did the Greek leader Pyrrhus suffer a “pyrrhic victory” against the Romans?

   HERACLEA

   BONUS: At what battle of 207 B.C. was Hasdrubal Barca slain?

   METAURUS RIVER

10. Give a synonym for **intellego**: **COGITO/PUTO/REOR/SENTIO/CONSEO**

    BONUS: Give a synonym for **murus**

    **MOENIA/VALLUM/PARIES/AGGER**

    BONUS: Give a synonym for **festinus**

    **CITO/CELER**

11. What festival held on the 17th of March honored the transition of young Roman boys into manhood?

    LIBERALIA

    BONUS: What festival was held in early May to remove malevolent ghosts from Roman households using offerings of beans?

    LEMURALIA

    BONUS: In what month were the **Bona Dea** rites held at the house of the senior Roman magistrate?

    DECEMBER
12. The following verbs take their objects in what case? Invideo, nubo, parco, faveo, and credo DATIVE
   BONUS: Which of the following verbs does not regularly take its object in the genitive?
   Arguo, memini, indulgeo, taedet, and egeo INDULGEO
   BONUS: Give two deponent verbs that take ablative objects.
   UTOR/FRUOR/FUNGOR/VECOR/PASCOR/DIGNOR/GLORIOR

13. Translate into Latin the following: The mother says that the merchant is angry.
   MATER DICIT MERCATOREM IRATUM ESSE
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: The judge heard that the man was innocent.
   IUDEX AUDIVIT/AUDIEBAT VIRUM INNOCENTEM ESSE
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: The teacher knows that the student will sleep in school.
   MAGISTER SCIT DISCIPULUM IN LUDO DORMITURUM ESSE

14. What nymph, pursued by the amorous god Pan, prayed for help and was transformed into a bed of reeds?
   SYRINX
   BONUS: What other nymph, also pursued by Pan, was transformed into a pine tree to escape him?
   PITYS
   BONUS: What mother of Adonis was transformed into a myrrh tree in order to escape the wrath of her father, with whom she’d fallen in love?
   MYRRHA

15. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, then answer in English the question that follow.


   Question: For what reason did the Argonauts depart from the ship and set out into the forest?
   TO SEEK/FIND WATER

   BONUS: Who were the companions of Hylas?
   HERCULES AND POLYPHEMUS
   BONUS: How is Hylas described in the passage?
   OUTSTANDING SHAPE/BEAUTY

16. His epithets include Loxias: the Oblique, Despota: the cruel master, Mousagetes: leader of the Nine Muses, and Daphnephorios: the carrier of the laurel.
   APOLLO
   BONUS: Her epithets include Lochia: watcher in childbirth, Agrotera: the one of open countryside, and Potnia Theron: the Mistress of the Animals
   ARTEMIS
   BONUS: His epithets include Omestes: the eater of raw flesh, Lycurgus: the wolf-repeller, and Polygethes, the giver of many joys.
   DIONYSUS
17. What Roman erotic poet wrote “Vivamus mea Lesbia atque amemus” to his mistress, who may have actually been Clodia?  
   BONUS: Translate this phrase from Catullus: Odi et amo.  
   BONUS: What type of verb is odi?  
   CATULLUS  
   I HATE AND I LOVE  
   DEFECTIVE

18. Who had command in the war against Mithridates before it was transferred to Pompey in 66 B.C.?  
   BONUS: What was the name of the law that transferred this command?  
   BONUS: How did Mithridates eventually meet his demise?  
   LUCULLUS  
   LEX MANILIA  
   HE KILLED HIMSELF

19. Who was the treacherous wife of Atreus who carried on a love affair with her brother-in-law Thyestes and helped him gain the throne of Mycenae?  
   BONUS: How did Aerope help Thyestes gain rule in Mycenae?  
   BONUS: Aerope was the mother of what famous pair of brothers and commanders in the Trojan War?  
   (Name both sons.)  
   AEROPE  
   STOLE A GOLDEN LAMB/FLEECE AND GAVE IT TO HIM  
   AGAMEMNON AND MENELAUS

20. Which of the following English words is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?  
   CONCOCTION  CUISINE  CONCURRENT  PRECOCIOUS  
   BONUS: What is the Latin verb and meaning from which concurrent is derived?  
   BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which the others are derived?  
   CURRO- RUN  
   COQUO- COOK
1. At the end of Book 4 of the Aeneid, who unknowingly built what would be the funeral pyre for her sister Dido?  
   ANNA
   BONUS: Who clipped Dido’s lock of hair symbolizing her descent to the Underworld?  
   IRIS
   BONUS: Who was the husband of Dido who she returned to in the Underworld?  
   SYCHAEUS

2. Distinguish in meaning between munus and mundus
   GAME/OFFERING/GIFT/FUNERAL RITE & WORLD
   BONUS: Distinguish in meaning between remex and culex  
   ROWER & FLY
   BONUS: Distinguish in meaning between obses and acies  
   HOSTAGE & BATTLE LINE

3. What Latin word is at the root of both English words employee and inexplicable?  
   PLICO-FOLD
   BONUS: What Latin word is at the root of protege?  
   TEGO- COVER
   BONUS: What Latin word is at the root of ingest?  
   GERO- CARRY ON/WAGE

4: What emperor relied upon the help of Callistus, Narcissus, and Pallas for the governance of the empire?  
   CLAUDIUS
   BONUS: Which of these freedmen was the chief accountant?  
   PALLAS
   BONUS: Who was Claudius’s last wife, the mother of his successor Nero?  
   AGRIPPINA the YOUNGER

5. Translate into Latin the following: After the storm was finished, Caesar orders the ships be cleaned.
   TEMPESTATE/IMBRE (PER)FECTA, CAESAR IUBET NAVESE LAUTES ESSE
   CAESAR IMPERAT UT NAVES LAVENTUR
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: When the sailor was about to clean the ship, he noticed broken oar.
   NAUTA NAVEM LAVANTE, ANIMADVERTIT/ANIMADVERTEBAT REMUM FRACTUM
   BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: While the sailor was carrying the rope, he fell off the ship.
   NAUTA PORTANTE FUNEM, CECIDIT E/A/DE NAVE
   DUM NAUTA FUNEM PORTAT,

6 : What road ran from Rome to Reate on the line of an old trade route, and was extended to Castrum Trueninum and the Adriatic after 16 BC?  
   VIA SALARIA
   BONUS: What road ran through the Forum Romanum?  
   VIA SACRA
   BONUS: What road initially ran from Rome to Alba Fucens and was extended to Aternum by Claudius?  
   VIA VALERIA

7. What use of the ablative is found in the following sentence? Discipuli inertia reprehenderunt.  
   ABLATIVE CAUSE
   BONUS: What use of the genitive is found in the following sentence?  
   Judices, miseremini familieae, miseremini patris
   VERB OF FEELING
   BONUS: What use of the dative is found in the following sentence?  
   Hunc mihi terrorem eripe
   DATIVE OF SEPARATION
8. Resulting in his punishment in the Underworld, perhaps at Hera’s instigation, whom did Tityus attempt to rape?

   BONUS: While the crime for Sisyphus’ punished is unspecified, he did seduce what daughter of the thief Autolycus as vengeance for stealing his cattle?

   BONUS: What is the name of the son Tantalus served to the gods resulting in his punishment in the afterlife?

   LEITO

   ANTICLEIA

   PELOPS

9. For the verb orior, please give the first person plural imperfect subjunctive

   BONUS: While the crime for Sisyphus’ punished is unspecified, he did seduce what daughter of the thief Autolycus as vengeance for stealing his cattle?

   BONUS: What is the name of the son Tantalus served to the gods resulting in his punishment in the afterlife?

   ORIREMUR

   ORTI ESSEMUS

   REMINI

10. On the Isthmus of Corinth what brigand and father of Perigune did Theseus overcome and treat to the fate he had dealt to others by tying him to a bent pine tree and releasing the cable?

    BONUS: Who was the daughter of Theseus and Perigune?

    BONUS: From what city was Theseus traveling to Athens?

    SINIS/PITYOCAMPTES

    MELANIPPOS

    TROEZEN

11. Listen carefully to the following passage which I will read twice, then answer in Latin the question that follows.

    Occidite exterminate vulnerate Gallicum, quem peperit, in ista hora in amphiteatri corona. Obliga illi pedes membra sensus medullam; obliga Gallicum, quem peperit Prima, ut neque ursum neque taurum singulis plagis occidat neque binis plagis occidat neque ternis plagis occidat taurum ursum; per nomen dei vivi omnipotentis ut perficiatis; iam iam cito cito allidat illum ursus et vulneret illum.

    QUESTION: Quae Gallicum peperit?

    BONUS: Quid duo animalia Gallicus interficere conatur?

    BONUS: Cuius nomine scriptor iurat?

    PRIMA

    TAURUM URSUM

    (NOMEN) DEI VIVI OMNIPOTENTIS

12: Who accidentally led a revolt against Marcus Aurelius based on the false information that Aurelius had died?

    BONUS: Who had encouraged Cassius to revolt, potentially with the intention of protecting her young son Commodus?

    BONUS: Where was Commodus buried following his assassination in 192 AD?

    AVIDIUS CASSIUS

    FAUSTINA the YOUNGER

    MAUSOLEUM OF HADRIAN
13. Translate into English the following:
SUNTNE ILLAE FOSSAE TAM AMENTES QUAM ESSE VIDENTUR
ARE THOSE DITCHES AS CRAZY AS THEY LOOK
BONUS: Translate into English the following: SUNTNE ILLI MAXIMI GALLI QUOS VIDISTI
UMQUAM
AREN’T THOSE THE BIGGEST ROOSTERS YOU’VE EVER SEEN
BONUS: Translate into English the following: SCIURUS DICIT SE AMARE MAGNAS NUCES ET NON POSSE MENTIRI
THE SQUIRREL SAYS THAT HE LIKES BIG NUTS AND HE CAN NOT LIE

14: What legislative body in Rome was divided into 35 voting sections and elected curule aediles and quaestors?
COMITIA TRIBUTA
BONUS: What did it mean if a magistrate employed “prorogatio imperii”?
EXTENDING the LENGTH of their OFFICE
BONUS: What legislative body in Rome was in charge of the declaration of war and the signing of peace?
COMITIA CENTURIATA

15. What Latin word is shared by both the motto of the state of Massachusetts and Princeton University? SUB
BONUS: What Latin word is shared by both the motto of the state of Kansas and Washington University in St. Louis? PER
BONUS: What Latin word is shared by both the motto of Colorado and the University of Pennsylvania? SINE

16. What couple for violating the sanctity of the temple Venus that they were staying in, were turned into lions for their crime?
ATALANTA & HIPPOMENES
BONUS: What handmaiden of Alcmene was turned into a weasel for her deception of Eileithyia? GALANTHIS
BONUS: Into what was Nyctimene changed for having slept with her father? OWL

17. Which of the following is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?
ENABLE INHIBIT ENDEAVOR DUTY INHALE
BONUS: Which of the following is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?
PRECISION PRECEPT PARTICIPLE ANTICIPATE RECOVER
BONUS: Which of the following is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?
IMPLANT PIANO EXPLAIN ESPLANADE

18: Put the following battles in chronological order: Pharsalus, Munda, Bibracte, Dyrrachium?
BIBRACTE, DYRRACHIUM, PHARSALUS, MUNDA
BONUS: In what year was the battle of Munda?
45 BC
BONUS: What opposing general at Munda had previously been a lieutenant of Caesar?
(TITUS) LABIENUS
19. What son of Eupeithes, was the first of the suitors of Penelope to be shot by Odysseus because he was the most insolent of them all?  
BONUS: Which suitor did Telemachus kill first?  
BONUS: Who killed the day after the slaying of the suitors threw a spear that killed Eupeithes?

ANTINOUS
AMPHINOMUS
LAERTES

20. Perform the following command, roga moderatorem, hic saepe venisse?

(ASK THE MODERATOR) DO YOU COME HERE OFTEN?

BONUS: Now translate this pick up line, rosae rubrae sunt, violentia caeruleae sunt, salta in curru est aedificata est duobus

ROSES ARE RED, VIOLETS ARE BLUE, HOPE IN MY CHARIOT IT IS BUILT FOR TWO

BONUS: Now this one, aegrum est tibi, cum excidisses ex caelo?

DID IT HURT, WHEN YOU FELL FROM HEAVEN?
1: Which Olympian deity was known by the epithets Ergane and Parthenos?  
BONUS: Who was known by the epithets Erycina and Urania?  
BONUS: Who was known as Kore, ‘the maiden’?  
ATHENA/MINERVA  
APHRODITE/VENUS  
PERSEPHONE

2. Welcome to the Cinema Romana! What movie currently showing in theaters across the country would be rendered into Latin as “Quinquaginta Toni Canitiei”?  
BONUS: Now render into Latin another movie scheduled to open next weekend, “Unfinished Business”:  
BONUS: Please render into Latin the movie scheduled to premiere next weekend, “Merchants of Doubt”:  
FIFTY SHADES OF GRAY  
NEGOTIUM/OFFICIUM IMPERFECTUM  
MERCATORES DUBII

3. At what battle of 280 BC did the Romans first encounter Pyrrhus of Epirus, along with his war elephants?  
BONUS: What city in Magna Graecia had requested the aid of the foreign king against the Romans?  
BONUS: After what largely inconclusive battle in 275 BC did Pyrrhus abandon his campaign and return to his home in Epirus?  
HERACLEA  
TARENTUM  
MALEVENTUM / BENEVENTUM

4. What is the meaning of the verb “invenio”?  
BONUS: What is the meaning of the verb “invideo”?  
BONUS: What is the meaning of the verb “insto”?  
TO FIND/COME UPON  
TO ENVY/BE JEALOUS OF  
TO PRESS/LOOM

5. What use of the dative is found in the following sentence? Servus nobis ianuam aperuit.  
BONUS: What use of the dative is the word odio in the following sentence?  
BONUS: What use of the dative is found in the following sentence?  
REFERENCE/ADVANTAGE  
PURPOSE  
SEPERATION/DISADVANTAGE

6. What author was born in 65 BC and wrote a book dedicated to Maecenas entitled Epistulae, in addition to other books called Saturae, Epodes, and Odes?  
BONUS: At what battle in 42 BC did Horace throw down his shield in the tradition of Archilochus?  
BONUS: What poem in Sapphic meter did Horace compose at Augustus’ behest for the Ludi Saeculares?  
HORACE  
PHILIPPI  
CARMEN SAECULARE
7. Translate into English the following sentence: **Media nocte castra ponenda sunt.**
   Camp must be pitched in the middle of the night.
   **BONUS:** Now translate into Latin: You must launch the ship at dawn.
   **Navis tibi solvenda est prima luce.**
   **BONUS:** Now translate into Latin: The legate is going to inform the commander late at night.
   **Legatus ducem certiorem facturus est multa nocte.**

8. Which of the following is not in the same case as the others?
   **orationi portui spei remi leoni**
   **BONUS:** What is the Dative singular form of **senatus**?
   **senatui**
   **BONUS:** What is the Dative plural form of **dea**?
   **filiabus**

9: Who am I? I used to be a lover of Apollo, but then I took a discus to the head…
   **Hyacinthus**
   **BONUS:** Who am I? Apollo killed me when a crow told him I was unfaithful. Still a better love story than twilight.
   **Coronis**
   **BONUS:** Who am I? I don’t always get to choose my lover, but when I do, I prefer Idas to Apollo.
   **Marpessa**

10. Who ascended to the throne at the age of 14 when his cousin Elagabalus was murdered and thrown into the Tiber by the Praetorian Guard, but ruled under the strong influence of his mother Julia Mamaea because of his youth?
   **Alexander Severus**
   **BONUS:** Who was the grandmother of both Elagabalus and Alexander Severus, who was influential in helping both men reach the throne?
   **Julia Maesa**
   **BONUS:** Who succeeded Alexander Severus?
   **Maximinus Thrax**

11. Listen carefully to the following letter from Pompey to Cicero, which I will read twice then answer in Latin the questions that follow.

   **Tuas litteras libenter legi. Recognovi enim tuam pristinam virtutem etiam in salute communi. Consules ad eum exercitum, quem in Apulia habui, venerunt. Magnopere te hortor pro tuo singulari perpetuoque studio in rem publicam, ut te ad nos conferas, ut communi consilio rei publicae afflictae opem atque auxilium feramus. Censeo ut via Appia iter facias et celeriter Brundisium venias.**

   **Question:** Quo Cicero veniat?
   **BONUS:** Quomodo Pompeius litteras Ciceronis legit?
   **BONUS:** Ubi exercitus Pompeii erat?
12. What author was born in Amiternum in 86 BC, had an affair with the wife of Milo, and wrote *De Rerum Natura*?
   
   BONUS: In what meter was *De Rerum Natura* written?
   
   **LUCRETIUS**

   **DACTYLIC HEXAMETER**

   BONUS: What god does Lucretius invoke at the start of *De Rerum Natura*?

   **VENUS**

13. What cousin of Theseus’ mother went to Troy to aid his brother, but was killed upon returning by his adulterous wife?

   **AGAMEMNON**

   BONUS: Atreus was the father of Agamemnon and his brother Menelaus. What was the name of Atreus’s own brother with whom he quarreled over the thrown of Mycenae?

   **THYESTES**

   BONUS: The previous ruler of Mycenae had been Eurystheus. Against whom was Eurystheus fighting when he died?

   **HERCULEIDAE**

14. What is the Latin name of the fruit imported to Italy in the Third century A.D.?

   **CITRUS**

   BONUS: What is the Latin name of the best kind of bread, made from pure wheat flour with no bran?

   **PANIS SILIGINEUS**

   BONUS: What is the name of the dark bitter liquid that flowed from the first pressing of the olive?

   **AMURCA**

15. What first work by Ovid consisted of 49 poems in elegiac couplets and whose title translates to “Loves”?

   **AMORES**

   BONUS: Where was Ovid born?

   **SULMO**

   BONUS: Who was Ovid’s patron?

   **MESSALA CORVINUS**

16. Which Argonaut killed Amycus, the king of the Bebryces, in a boxing match?

   **POLLUX/POLYDEUCES**

   BONUS: Which friendly king of the Doliones was accidently killed by Jason, when the Argo was forced back to his shores by a storm?

   **CYZICUS**

   BONUS: Which Argonaut led the attack on the six-armed giants of Bear Mountain?

   **HERACLES**

17. Which Latin author wrote “Sed quis custodiet ipsos custodes”?

   **JUVENAL / DECIMUS IUNIUS IUVENALIS**

   BONUS: Which Latin author wrote “Bis vincit qui se vincit in victoria”?

   **PUBLILIUS SYRUS**

   BONUS: Which Latin author wrote “O Tite tute Tati tibi tanta tyranne tulisti”?

   **(QUINTUS) ENNIUS**
18. Which member of the Julio-Claudian family was married first to Marcellus, then Agrippa, and finally Tiberius? JULIA THE ELDER (or JULIA DAUGHTER OF AUGUSTUS)

BONUS: Who was the mother of Julia the Elder? SCRIBONIA

BONUS: Name three children of Julia the Elder and Agrippa. any three of: GAIUS CAESAR LUCIUS CAESAR JULIA THE YOUNGER AGRIPPINA THE ELDER AGRIPPA POSTUMUS

19. What author may have been exiled to Egypt, was born in Aquinum, and is the most famous Roman satirist? JUVENAL

BONUS: Juvenal’s satire 15 recounts an episode in Egypt mentioning what vice? CANNIBALISM

BONUS: Juvenal’s satire 6 includes a famous tirade against what group? WOMEN

20. What is the Latin deponent verb and meaning from which we derive in English the words “prenatal” and “renaissance”? NASCOR- BE BORN

BONUS: What is the Latin deponent verb and meaning from which we derive in English the words “malfunction” and “defunct”? FUNGOR- OBTAIN

BONUS: What is the Latin deponent verb and meaning from which we derive in English the words “tutor” and “tutelage”? TUEOR- LOOK UPON
1. What woman, jealous of Mercury’s love of her sister, prevented the god from entering their house, prompting Mercury to turn her to stone?  
   BONUS: What was the name of her sister?  
   BONUS: Who was the father of Agraulos and Herse?

2. In addition to Dum spiro spero, South Carolina has an alternative Latin motto on its seal, Animis opibusque parati. Translate this alternative motto.  
   BONUS: In addition to its Italian motto, Maryland has an alternative Latin motto on its seal, Scuto bonae voluntatis tuae coronasti nos. Translate this alternative motto.  
   BONUS: Translate into English the motto of the University of Nebraska at Lincoln, Litteris dedicata et omnibus artibus.

3. Which emperor, perhaps the first to officially receive the damnatio memoriae, was assassinated by court officials including a freedman named Maximus and a steward named Stephanus in AD 96?  
   BONUS: What emperor who also suffered damnatio memoriae survived an attempted poisoning by his mistress Marcia but was strangled in his bath by his wrestling partner Narcissus?  
   BONUS: Who was Commodus’s praetorian prefect, the mastermind behind the assassination?

4. Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice then answer in Latin the questions that follow.

   Nunc Verres intellegit me in iudicium venire ut vobis de suis sceleribus narrem. Iste senator videt etiam multos senatores esse testes audaciae suae; videt multos equites Romanos, multos cives atque socios contra quos maximas iniurias fecerit; videt etiam multos legatos ab amicissimis civitatibus cum publica auctoritate convenisse.

   Question: Cuius testes sunt senatores quos Verres videt?  
   BONUS: Cur Cicero in iudicium venit?  
   BONUS: Quocum legati venerunt?
5. What author was born in Patavium in 59BC and went on to write *Ab Urbe Condita*?
   LIVY

   BONUS: How many books comprise the *Ab Urbe Condita*? 142

   BONUS: What were the summaries of each book called? PERIOCHAE

6. Give the Latin noun for “friendship”:
   AMICITIA

   BONUS: Give the Latin noun for “hatred”:
   ODIUM

   BONUS: Give the Latin for “revenge”:
   ULTIO/PENA/POENA

7. Born in 245 BC, who fought against the Scipio brothers in Hispania for several years before finally crossing the Alps into Italy in 207 BC, only to be defeated by Livius Salinator and Claudius Nero at the Metaurus River and to have his severed head thrown into his brother’s camp?
   HASDRUBAL (BARCA)

   BONUS: Another Carthaginian general, Hasdrubal Gisco, also played an important part in the 2nd Punic War. To what Numidian chieftain did he offer his daughter Sophonisba in marriage in order to win his allegiance against Rome?
   SYPHAX

   BONUS: What other Numidian chieftain had defected from the Carthaginians to the Romans and married Sophonisba after Syphax’s defeat?
   MASSINISSA

8. Translate into Latin: Quintus thinks that his brother speaks very well.
   QUINTUS PUTAT FRATREM DICI/LOQUI OPTIME

   BONUS: Translate into Latin: We believe that Vergil wrote very beautiful poems.
   CREDIMUS VERGILIUM PULCHERRIMA CARMINA SCRIPISSE

   BONUS: The poets said that they would sing in Athens tomorrow.
   POETAE DIXERUNT SE CANTATUROS (ESSE) ATHENIS CRAS

9. The historian Tacitus married the daughter of what general, the subject of his famous biography and whose name translates to “farmer”?
   AGRICOLA

   BONUS: What work by Tacitus is the sole extant ethnographic treatise in Latin literature?
   GERMANIA

   BONUS: Tacitus’ *Annales* focuses on what major historical figure, the praetorian prefect of the emperor Tiberius?
   SEJANUS

10. The trope of evil stepmother is an oft used one in storytelling, but what daughter of Cadmus and Harmonia fit this role perfectly as she tried to have her stepson sacrificed, but was thwarted by an ovine interloper?
    INO (Scio not acceptable)

    BONUS: By what name was Ino known following her death and apotheosis?
    LEUCOTHEA

    BONUS: Ino raised her nephew after her sister’s death, and later became a devoted attendant to his mad cult. Who was this nephew of Ino?
    DIONYSUS
11. What case is often used to complete the meanings of the following adjectives? **Capax, expers, inops, and immemor**
   GENITIVE

   BONUS: What two cases can be used to complete the meanings of the following adjectives?
**Alienus, refertus, and plenus**
   GENITIVE & ABLATIVE

   BONUS: What case is often used to complete the meanings of the adjectives: **praeditus** and **orbus**?
   ABLATIVE

12. What grandson of Polydorus was killed by his own son unwittingly, while on his way to Delphi to prevent an oracle saying this would happen?
   LAIUS

   BONUS: What regent had raised Laius upon the death of Labdacus?
   LYCUS

   BONUS: A different Laius is said to have tried to enter a cave of sacred bees in order to steal the honey kept within. However, he was turned into a bird upon seeing the cradle of which god within that cave?
   ZEUS

13. Flavius Scorpus, Marcus Aurelius Liber, and Pompeius Muscosus are all names of what kind of famous victors?
   CHARIOTEERS

   BONUS: The first gladiatorial combat was held at the funeral of what wealthy aristocrat in 264 B.C.?
   (Junius) BRUTUS PERA

   BONUS: After a gladiator fight, which gate would the dead be dragged out of?
   PORTA LIBITÌNÌNSIS

14. For the verb **polliceor**, give the first person singular present subjunctive
   **POLLICEAR**

   BONUS: Now make **moror**, second person future indicative
   **MORABERIS**

   BONUS: Now make **reor**, third person pluperfect subjunctive
   **RATI ESSENT**

15. What consul died in combat at the Battle of Silva Arsia while trying to prevent Tarquinius Superbus from reclaiming the throne?
   (LUCIUS JUNIUS) BRUTUS

   BONUS: Brutus’s original co-consul, Collatinus, had resigned before this battle. What other man, who replaced Collatinus, celebrated a triumph after the battle and held a public funeral for the fallen Brutus?
   (PUBLIUS) VALERIUS (POPLICOLA)

   BONUS: Earlier in the year, the royal family succeeded in attracting several prominent Romans to their conspiracy to retake the throne. Upon discovering the conspiracy, what action did Brutus take that earned him respect for his stoicism?
   HAD HIS OWN SONS EXECUTED (SINCE THEY HAD BEEN PART OF THE CONSPIRACY)

16. What was the title of Statius’ “little Aeneid” about the Seven against Thebes myth?
   THEBAID

   BONUS: Where was Statius born?
   NAPLES(NEAPOLIS)

   BONUS: What work of Statius in 5 books comprised 32 short verse poems in various meters?
   SILVAE
17. Which of the following English words is not derived from the same Latin root as the others?

Confound  Diffuse  Fragment  Foundry

BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which fragment is derived?

Frango - Break

BONUS: What is the Latin word and meaning from which the others are derived?

Fundus - Pour

18. What Latin author wrote the first example of poetry based on rhythm, was a Manichee before becoming a Christian, and is most famous for his Confessions and City of God?

St. Augustine

BONUS: What was Augustine’s mother’s name?

Monica

BONUS: Of what city was Augustine bishop?

Hippo

19. Who defended the maiden Periboea from the advances of King Minos and had his claim of divine parentage challenged by the king as a result?

Theseus

BONUS: What did Minos command Theseus to do in order to prove Poseidon was his father?

Dive for his ring

BONUS: Theseus returned with both the signet ring and a golden crown. Who gave him this crown?

Amphitrite

20. Perform the following command when prompted by the moderator: Ponens caput in manu dextra, dic Anglice “Cur me iterum?”

(WITH HEAD RESTED ON RIGHT HAND, STUDENT SAYS, “WHY ME AGAIN?”)

BONUS: Now perform the following: omnes state et una voce cantate Anglice carmen a regina, “victores sumus”

(ALL STUDENTS SHOULD STAND AND SING TOGETHER, “WE ARE THE CHAMPIONS”)

BONUS: Now perform the following: nunc omnes sedete et similes infantibus dormite ponentes polluces in oribus!

(ALL STUDENTS SHOULD SIT AND SLEEP LIKE BABIES WITH THUMBS IN MOUTHS)
1. What type of subordinate clause is illustrated in the following sentence?
Coquus tam peritus est ut ab omnibus laudaretur. RESULT/CONSECUTIVE CLAUSE

BONUS: What type of subordinate clause is illustrated in the following sentence?
Avarus verebatur ne fur aurum inveniret. FEAR CLAUSE

BONUS: What type of conditional is found in the following sentence?
Magister, nisi nimis vini bibisset, in flumen non cecidisset. PAST CONTRARY TO FACT

2. The first work of Latin literature was a translation by Livius Andronicus of what epic originally written by Homer?

BONUS: What is the term for the kind of comedy that Plautus wrote? FABULA PALLIATA

BONUS: What work by Cato the Elder was the first important historical work written in Latin? ORIGINES

3. Let’s have some fun with mythological mathematics! Multiply the number of funerary games in honor of Anchises by the book of the Aeneid in which they occur and then subtract the book in which Arruns kills Camilla. What number is this?
NINE (9) (Novem acceptable)

BONUS: What do you get when you subtract the number of sons of Niobe from the number of sons of Lycaon?
FORTY-THREE (43)

BONUS: What do you get when you divide the number of axe heads Odysseus shot an arrow through by the number of Hecatoncheires?
FOUR (4)

4. What law made plebiscites, decrees of the Concilium Plebis, binding on all Roman citizens—i.e., not subject to veto by the Senate—ensuring that the secession of the plebs in 287 BC would be the last in Roman history?
LEX HORTENSIA

BONUS: What was the effect of the Lex Sacrata, passed after the first secession of the plebs in 494BC?
CONFIRMED SACROSANCTITY OF TRIBUNES
or ESTABLISHED CONFEDERATION OF PLEBEIANS AGAINST PATRICIANS

BONUS: What law, passed after the third secession of the plebs in 445 BC, allowed intermarriage between plebeians and patricians?
LEX CANULEIA

5. Change the phrase hic lex alter to the dative singular: HUIC LEGI ALTERI
BONUS: Change the phrase ipsa spes sola to the genitive singular IPSIUS SPES SOLIUS
BONUS: Change the phrase istud scelus difficilis to the superlative and accusative ISTUD SCELUS DIFICLLIMUM
6. What English derivative from the Latin for “ground”, means “to dig out of the earth”? **EXHUME**
   BONUS: What English derivative from the Latin for “crowd”, means “to tell or make known something previously private or secret”? **DIVULGE**
   BONUS: What English derivative from the Latin for “sin”, means “blameless”? **IMPECCABLE**

7. Whose daughters were turned into magpies when they lost a singing contest against the Muses? **PERIERES**
   BONUS: Whose daughters were turned into bats for refusing to celebrate the rites of Bacchus? **MINYAS**
   BONUS: Whose daughters were turned into poplar trees because they did not stop mourning the death of their brother? **HELIOS/The SUN**

8. Translate into Latin: The thief entered the house to take the money owed to the general.
   **FUR DOMUM/CASAM INTRAVIT UT PECUNIAM DEBITAM IMPERATORI/DUCI CAPERET**
   BONUS: Using the verb *impero*, translate the following into Latin: Caesar ordered his men to build a bridge as quickly as possible.
   **CAESAR SUIS (VIRIS/MILITIBUS) IMPERAVIT UT PONTEM QUAM CELERIMME AEDIFICARET**
   BONUS: Translate the following into Latin: Catiline, leave from Rome, set out to Brundisium, and forget your plan.
   **CATILINA, EGREDERE ROMA, PROFICISCERE BRUNDISIUM OBLIVISCERE CONSILI TUI**

9. In what battle did Julius Caesar defeat the son of Mithridates VI of Pontus so completely that he famously summed it up with the words “Vēnī, vīdī, vīcī”? **ZELA**
   BONUS: At what battle the following year did Caesar defeat the optimate forces under Metellus Scipio in North Africa? **THAPSUS**
   BONUS: Caesar is said to have lost only two battles in his whole career. At what battle of 52 BC was he defeated by Vercingetorix and the Gauls? **GERGOVIA**

10. What author was born in Rome on July 13, 100 BC and wrote books on Latin grammar, his expedition to Spain, and the Gallic War? **JULIUS CAESAR**
    BONUS: Who wrote the eighth book of *De Bello Gallico*? **AULUS HIRTIUS**
    BONUS: Which author did Caesar describe as a “half-sized Menander”? **TERENCE**

11. Give a synonym for: **quamquam**
    **IGITUR/ITAQUE/ERGO/QUARE/IDEO/ITA/TAMETSI**
    BONUS: Give a synonym for: **vel**
    **VELUT/CEU/UT/SICUT**
    BONUS: Give a synonym for: **nam**
    **ENIM**
12. Give two different Latin phrases, with their English meanings, that could be abbreviated q.v. 

   QUOD VIDE, WHICH SEE, QUANTUM VIS, AS MUCH AS YOU WANT

BONUS: Differentiate in meaning between the abbreviations s.v. and s.v.b.

   s.v. = UNDER THE WORD (SUB VERBO),
   s.v.b. = IF YOU ARE WELL, IT IS WELL (SI VALES BENE)

BONUS: Differentiate in meaning among q.a.d., Q.E.D., and q.i.d.

   q.a.d. = EVERY OTHER DAY (QUAQUE ALTERA DIE)
   Q.E.D. = WHICH WAS TO BE SHOWN (QUOD ERAT DEMONSTRANDUM)
   q.i.d. = FOUR TIMES A DAY (QUATER IN DIE)


BONUS: For those unfamiliar with the Iliad, Xanthus was, in fact, a horse. Who gave Xanthus this power of speech, thus breaking divine law? HERA

BONUS: How did Balius and Xanthus react upon the death of Patroclus? Stood in the battle and CRIED/SOILED their MANES in the dust

14. Who, sometimes considered “the last of the Romans,” defeated the Huns at the Battle of the Catalaunian Plains in AD 451? (FLAVIUS) AETIUS

BONUS: What half-Vandal general who ruled as regent for the young emperor Honorius is also sometimes referred to as “the last of the Romans” or “of the Roman generals?” (FLAVIUS) STILICHO

BONUS: What famous sixth century general of the Byzantine empire received the last-ever Roman triumph for his defeat of King Gelimer of the Vandals in AD 533, and is—you guessed it—sometimes called “the last of the Romans?” (FLAVIUS) BELISARIUS

15. To what biographer were Catullus’ poems dedicated? CORNELIUS NEPOS

BONUS: To whom was Vergil’s Eclogues dedicated? OCTAVIAN/AUGUSTUS

BONUS: To whom was Seneca’s De Clementia dedicated? NERO
16. Listen carefully to the following poem by Horace, which I will read twice as prose, then answer in Latin the questions that follow.

Exegi monumentum aere perennius
regalique situ pyramidum altius,
quod non imber edax, non Aquilo inpotens
possit diruere aut innumerabilis
annorum series et fuga temporum.

Question: Quō monumentum perennius Horatius exegit? AERE
BONUS: Quo monumentum altius Horatius exigit? REGALI SITU PYRAMIDUM
BONUS: Qualis imber monumentum diruere non possit?

17. In delivering Pro Roscio Amerino, Cicero angered what powerful Roman political figure and enemy of Marius? SULLA

BONUS: Who was Sulla’s freedman whom Cicero attacked in that speech? CHRYSOGONUS

BONUS: What was Cicero’s first case, delivered in 81 BC? PRO QUINCTIO

18. In Ancient Roman culture, the word meta typically refers to the turning point of the circus, but it has a variety of other meanings, name one of them.

LOWER MILLSTONE, the CONE SHAPED HAIR of a bride, A STACK OF HAY, CONE

BONUS: In Ancient Roman culture, the word tessera typically refers to a piece of tile for a mosaic, but it has a variety of other meanings, name two of them.

A PIECE OF STONE FOR PAVEMENT
A DIE
TOKEN OF HOSPITALITY
TICKET OF ADMISSION TO THE THEATER
PASSWORD/WATCHWORD

BONUS: Name one more meaning of tessera SEE ABOVE

19. What popular online video game would be rendered into Latin as: Rixa Gentium? CLASH OF CLANS

BONUS: Now please render into Latin the video game title: Dying Light: LUX MORIENS

BONUS: Now please render into Latin the video game title: Dragon Age: AEVUM/AEVUS/SAECULUM/AESTAS DRACONIS

20. What pair of mischievous dwarves were captured and then spared by a fellow with a darkened rump? CERCOPES

BONUS: Who was this ‘black-bottomed’ man? HERACLES

BONUS: Name either of the Cercopes. PASSALUS or AEMON
1: Which play of Plautus contains his only mythological subject?

**AMPHITRUO**

BONUS: Which play of Plautus, said to be one of his favorites, had a plotline changed from the Greek original to prevent a brother from marrying his half-sister?

**EPIDICUS**

BONUS: Which play of Plautus was his shortest?

**CURCULIO**

2. What type of ablative usage is found in the following sentence? *Lacte et ferina carne vescebantur*.

**OBJECT OF DEPONENT VERB/INSTRUMENT/MEANS**

BONUS: What type of genitive is found in the following sentence? *Tantone minoris decumae venierunt*?

**INDEFINITE VALUE**

BONUS: What type of accusative is found in the following sentence? *Herbam mella sapiunt*.

**COGNATE ACCUSATIVE/ACCUSATIVE OF KINDRED SIGNIFICATION**

3: Who is Claudius’s maternal grandfather?

**MARK ANTONY**

BONUS: Who is Claudius’s maternal grandmother?

**OCTAVIA MINOR/the YOUNGER/SISTER OF AUGUSTUS**

BONUS: Who is Claudius’s paternal grandfather, the first husband of Livia?

**TIBERIUS CLAUDIUS NERO**

4. Differentiate in meaning between the singular *aedes* and the plural *aedes*:

**AEDES-TEMPLE, AEDES- HOUSE**

BONUS: Differentiate in meaning between the singular *opera* and the plural *operae*:

**OPERA- WORK, OPERAE- WORKERS/DAYLABORERS/HANDS**

BONUS: Differentiate in meaning between the singular *fides* and the plural *fides*:

**FIDES-HARP STRING, FIDES- LYRE**

5. In book 7 of the Aeneid we are treated to one of the staples of Epic poetry with the catalogue of Italians who set out for war with Aeneas. Who leads this column, the scourner of gods along with his son, Lausus?

**MEZENTIUS**

BONUS: What handsome son of Hercules follows Mezentius, his son, and their men?

**AVENTINUS**

BONUS: Of course we know that Turnus is the last in the column of Italians, but what handsome son of Hippolytus is described last before Turnus?

**VIRBIUS**
6. In Arachne’s web, Jupiter is shown seducing what daughter of Nycteus in the shape a satyr?  
   BONUS: Neptune is shown as seducing what daughter of Aeolus as a ram?  
   BONUS: Phoebus is shown as seducing what daughter of Macareus as a shepherd?  
      ANTIOPE  
      CANACE  
      ISSE

7. **Secundus** is to **bis** and **duplex** as **primus** is to what and what?  
   BONUS: Give the distributive numeral for two:  
   BONUS: Give the partitive numeral for two:  
      SEMEL & SIMPLEX  
      BINI  
      BINARIUS

8. What Latin word is found in both the abbreviation **S.T.T.L.** and the motto of Amherst College?  
   BONUS: What Latin word is found in both the abbreviation **S.T.T.L.** and the motto of the University of Washington?  
   BONUS: What Latin word is found in both the abbreviation **D.G.** and the motto of Loyola University?  
      TERRA  
      SIT  
      DEI

9: Which author was born at Suessa Aurunca, served under Scipio Aemilianus at the siege of Numantia, and was a member of the Scipionic Circle?  
   BONUS: Of what famous politician was Lucilius the great-uncle?  
   BONUS: Horace’s *Saturae* compares the life of Lucilius to what object?  
      LUCILIUS  
      POMPEY  
      (VOTIVE) TABLET

10: What emperor ruled from 161 to 169 AD, before dying young, potentially from smallpox?  
   BONUS: What tribe invaded from across the Danube, initiating a war that would last from 168-180 AD?  
   BONUS: What was the name of Marcus Aurelius’s tutor, with whom Marcus kept a largely extant correspondence?  
      LUCIUS VERUS  
      MARCOMANNI  
      FRONTO

11. In Book 13 of Iliad, who wounds the Trojan seer Helenus with a spear?  
   BONUS: In Book 16, who kills the Trojan Sarpedon?  
   BONUS: In Book 20, who kills the Trojans: Polydorus, Dardanus, and Tros?  
      MENELAUS  
      PATROCLUS  
      ACHILLES
12. Listen to the following passage for the Aeneid which I will read twice then answer in English the question that follows

Iamque adeo exierat portis equitatus apertis
Aeneas inter primos et fidus Achates,
deinde alii Troiae proceres: ipse aigne Pallas
it medio chlamyde et pictis conspectus in armis,
qualis ubi Oceani perfusus Lucifer unda,
 quem Venus ante alios astrorum diligit ignis,
extulit os sacrum caelo tenebrasque resolvit. (bk 8.585-591)

Question: To what is Pallas compared in the simile here in book 8 of the Aeneid?

BONUS: How do they leave from the city?
   LUCIFER/MORNINGSTAR
   THROUGH OPEN GATES/HORSEBACK
BONUS: How does Venus treat this star?
   TENDS/CHERISHES IT BEFORE ALL OTHERS

13: Banned by Augustus, what article of clothing was the formal garment worn at luxurious dinner parties?

BONUS: What is the Roman equivalent to the modern bathrobe?
   SYNTHESE
BONUS: What is the term for the hood of a lacerna?
   ENDROMIS
   CUCULIS

14. Perform the following command when recognized by the moderator: Salta velut puella havaiana
   BONUS: Now translate this command:
   Ceu ex Hispania, alter discipulus simula tenere rubram
capam, dum alter discipulus adgreditur eam ceu taurus
   AS IF FROM SPAIN, ONE STUDENT PRETENDS TO HOLD A RED CAPE, WHILE ANOTHER STUDENT
   CHARGES IT LIKE A BULL

   BONUS: Now translate this command:
   Tamesti ex Jamacia, omnes discipuli simulate pellere
   trahulam
   AS IF FROM JAMACIA, ALL STUDENTS PRETEND TO PUSH BOBSLED

15: What was the real name of Delia, Propertius’s mistress?

BONUS: What was the name of Ovid’s mistress?
   HOSTIA
BONUS: What was the name of Gallus’s mistress?
   CORINNA
   LYCORS
16. What is the Latin and meaning from we derive the following words?
Distress  astription  strain  stringent  
BONUS: What is the Latin and meaning from we derive prostrate?
BONUS: What is the Latin and meaning from we derive appointment?

17: Of what Gallic tribe was Dumnorix the chieftain?

BONUS: Who was Dumnorix’s older brother, a Druid and statesman?
BONUS: What Helvetian chieftain was Dumnorix’s father-in-law and co-conspirator?

18. What god fathered Eudorus with Polymele, Erytus and Echion with Antineira, Myrtius with Clytie, and Pan with Dryops?
BONUS: Whose daughter Apemosyne did Hermes fall in love with, but found that she could run faster than he?
BONUS: Who was the son of Hermes and Herse?

19: To whom is De Architectura, by Vitruvius, dedicated?
BONUS: In homage to what author’s work did Columella write the 10th book of his De Re Rustica on gardens?
BONUS: What author’s Fasti did Ovid use to inspire his own?

20. Translate into Latin the following: There are some here who think that we are not able to win.
HIC NONNULLI/COMPLURES QUI PUTENT NOS POSSIMUS VINCERE
NOS POSSE VINCERE
BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: We will sit here until they bring to us the trophies.
HIC SEDEBUNT CUM FERANT NOBIS TROPHAE
BONUS: Translate into Latin the following: There is such kindness to our team that we will allow the others to live.
TANTA BENIGITAS MANUI (NOSTRI) EST UT ALIOS VIVERE PATIAMUR